
The Zen Monk

It was a morning in July of 1853. The town of Uraga near the capital city of 

Edo overlooked a bay in a country that had  substantially isolated itself from 
the rest  of the world  many  centuries earlier.  On this morning four foreign 
warships,  ominously  showing black hulls  and no sails, appeared in  the bay. 
The ships refused all demands to leave and instead commanded that the many 
small boats sent out to meet them disperse lest the black ships open fire. They 
had come as gunboat diplomats  with cannons capable of delivering the new 
explosive Paixhans shells. These they trained on the small coastal town, which 
they threatened to obliterate.

The commodore  was carrying  a  letter  signed by his  president  and for  the 
contents  of  which  he  himself  had  personally  lobbied.  It demanded  the 
negotiation of a treaty,  making specific demands that would effectively open 
this long inhospitable country to trade. The commodore arranged a meeting on 
shore with representatives of the ruling elite, passed through throngs of armed 
warriors and let it be known that he would return with even more warships a 
few months later  expecting  to sign the treaty.  A few months later,  upon his 
return, the natives would agree to virtually all of the demands outlined in the 
letter.

The humiliation of this event  ignited years of political  turmoil. The warrior 
class that had ruled the country for many centuries, and that had marginalized 
the authority of the emperor, had been unable to defend its shores against the 
incursion of even the smallest fragment of the navy of a very distant foreign 
power. Old institutions began to crumble  in the following years, eventually 
bringing down the  warrior government after a brief civil war.  The privileges 
enjoyed by the now discredited warrior class were removed and in short order 
the  class  itself  would  disappear  into  history. The  Meiji  Restoration  would 
bring in a new government loyal to the emperor.

The  mandate of  the  Meiji  government  was  modernization  in  the  Western 
sense,  to  develop  a  modern  army,  a  railway  system,  a  industrialized 
manufacturing  base,  an  insular  British-style  means for  securing  foreign 
resources,  a German-style university system and an American-style swagger. 
This also entailed changes in the religious life of the country, particularly as 
the support  shifted from Buddhism, long favored by the  discredited ruling 
class,  toward Shinto,  the tradition of  the emperor,  and  as  occasional  mobs 
moved by the spirit  of the time took it  upon themselves to burn Buddhist 
temples  or otherwise harass their occupants.  The government  was intent on 
bringing the religious institutions into the Nineteenth Century.

Buddhism was to look more like Protestant churches in the West. An edict was 
issued in 1872 that prohibited any religious organization from requiring of its 
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clergy: (1) celibacy, (2) abstinence from alcohol  and meat and (3)  continual 
display of clerical garb.  As planned,  the edict initiated a gradual shift in the 
structure of the Buddhist establishment such that it  would become a network 
of  temples,  the  leadership  of  each of  which  was inherited  within  a  single 
family from father to son,  both priests not monks,  the system that prevails 
throughout the country today. 

The edict of 1872 was a particularly pointed affront to Buddhist monastic life 
as it had been practiced since the early introduction of the Buddha Way well 
over a millennium hence. In fact the edict of 1872 was a next step in a trend 
that had in fact been centuries in the making: 

The  first  step  had  been the  erosion  in  the  Tenth  Century  of  strict Vinaya 
ordination  due  to  government  interference,  producing the  only  Buddhist 
country in Asia where the Buddha's original rules of discipline were  largely 
absent and where the shorter code of Bodhisattva Precepts alone was assumed 
to suffice. 

The second step had been the initiation in the Thirteenth Century of a married 
priesthood  starting  with  Shinran  in  what  would  become  the  large  Jodo 
Shinshu (Pure Land) sect.  At inter-sectarian gatherings  Jodo Shinshu priests 
had henceforth generally been seated in the back of the room behind the “real” 
monastics.  Nevertheless a  degree  of  hushed  licentiousness  seems to  have 
infected also  these other schools.

The third step was the edict of 1872. Over the coming decades there would be, 
exactly  as intended by the Meiji government, a gradual shift within Zen and 
other schools from a monastic clergy to  a  married priesthood and monastic 
practice  came to  serve primarily as a  mere internship for qualifying sons of 
priests in their fathers' profession. 

Of Priests and Buddhist Centers

Give me your questions!” [whoomp]

I had struck the floor loudly with the Dharma Staff inviting questions from a 
room packed full of people. For my shuso ceremony I had selected and posted 
a koan  which would optionally serve as the basis of any question that might 
be submitted, one of my favorites:

One day Shih-T’ou’s disciple Dao-Wu asked, 
"What is the essential meaning of buddha-dharma?" 

Shih-T’ou replied, "No gaining, no knowing." 
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Dao-Wu then asked, "Can you say anything further?" 

Shih-T’ou answered, "The vast sky does not obstruct 
the floating white clouds."

A priest begins his career technically as a “priest in training,” which in Japan 
has  no  specific  prerequisites  but  which  in  the  San  Francisco  Zen  Center 
tradition requires approval of a teacher who subjectively deems the candidate 
as “worthy,” prior completion of two practice periods  at  Tassajara,  sewing 
robes and an ordination ceremony. This begins the first stage of his career.

The priest then reaches a sufficient level of maturity in practice and priestcraft 
according to the teacher's estimation and to be given the honor of serving as 
shuso, or head student, for the duration of one practice period, generally two 
to three months  depending on the center. During that period  the shuso plays 
the role of “friend of the community,” a counterpoint to the ino's responsibility 
as “disciplinarian of the community,”  and is also responsible,  just  to show 
what an exemplary chum he is indeed, for cleaning all of the toilets at the Zen 
Center. During the practice period the shuso has no  zendo role  (ino, doan, 
etc.), sits on an elevated platform next to the teacher in the zendo, gives a 
weekly Dharma talk, and schedules an informal tea individually with as many 
students as he can entice (cookies help), often two or three in one day. 

The shuso's tenure  culminates in a  shuso ceremony, after which the teacher 
generally,  but  not  necessarily,  grants  the  shuso  the  right  to  function  as  a 
teacher,  to give  dokusan,  formal one-on-one meetings  between student and 
teacher,  to  continue  giving  Dharma  talks,  still under  his teacher's  close 
supervision.  This begins the second stage of  the priest's career,  that of “the 
former shuso,” which will end in Dharma transmission to start the third stage 
of his career..

At my shuso ceremony Barbara handed me in an immoderately ritual fashion 
a Dharma staff, which I carried along a horseshoe path to my seat, holding it 
horizontally at face level skimming over many seated heads. Having taken my 
seat I then elicited questions in the traditional imposing way, as follows:

“This is the Dharma staff [examining it thoughtfully], five feet long. 
Once a black snake on Vulture Peak, it became the Udumbara flower. 

At Shao-lin Temple it burst forth [more excitedly] the five petals of Zen. 
Sometimes it is a dragon [ardently], swallowing heaven and earth;

sometimes a vajra sword, giving and taking life. 
This staff is now in my hands [pensively]. 

Though just a mosquito biting an iron bull, I cannot give it away. 
Dragons and elephants! 

Let us call forth the Dharma! 
Give me your questions!” [whoomp]
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I uplifted my ino voice to bellow the last lines, then smote the floor mightily 
under the heel of this staff that had once swallowed heaven and earth and that 
was now prepared to give or take life … Zennie life. 

Each nervous questioner in turn bowed before me and asked a short question 
for which they were entitled to a concise and blazingly insightful answer. 

“Shuso! If there is nothing to gain, why bother?”

“You bother because you still think there is something to gain!” 
[whoomp]

We had a visitor, a priest from a now little-known but once large Japanese sect 
called Tendai. Dogen was originally ordained in that sect and acquired his Zen 
affiliation later in China, so our visitor set me up nicely with his question:

“Shuso! Can a Tendai priest become enlightened?

“Dogen did!” [whoomp]

The  questioner was sometimes  permitted a  follow-up question,  but  once  I 
smote the floor with the Dharma staff, once a black snake, she was dismissed. 
Former shusos were by tradition the last to submit questions and usually asked 
the most difficult ones.  Except for going blank on some of the  critical and 
evidently imperfectly memorized  lines, the ceremony went reasonably well. 
The  next  day  Barbara  told  me  she  would  like  me  to  start  giving  formal 
dokusan. I thus had entered the second stage of my priestly career.

A year later I would give a Saturday morning Dharma talk on the topic of the 
entanglement of saṃsāra, of all things, using the life of Howard Beal  of the 
movie  Network  as an example  (rather than my own equally  relevant Young 
and Saṃsāric Period). I found the same shuso's staff, once a black snake, in a 
closet upstairs and, first poking it with a broom to make sure it was not about 
to turn into  one anew, decided to  apply it  once again to startling  theatrical 
effect. I began after my formal entrance and bows and after taking my seat and 
adjusting my robes at the front of the room by shouting with my best ino voice 
to everybody's dismay the words, 

“I'm mad as hell and I'm not going to take it any more!”  [whoomp]

and thereby smote the floor with this staff  that had once burst forth into the 
five petals of Zen. It was fun.

From the beginning there had been a bit of tension around the role of priests at 
Austin Zen Center as perhaps at most Zen centers in America. One aspect of 
this had to do with privilege. As one of our founding members put it, 

“The rest  of  us  have  to  pay to  attend sesshins  and workshops;  the 
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priests get paid to do the same thing.” 

Many,  but  not  all,  of  the  priests  were  sustained financially by  the  center, 
including me,  largely because of my  indispensable  carpentry and computer 
skills. The pay was a marginal supplement, “toothpaste money,” to room and 
board, and the priests had a lot of responsibilities in exchange. Many priests 
throughout  America lived  fairly  marginal  economic  existences,  much  like 
struggling artists  or actors, working just  enough to enable them to support 
their  practice,  with no thought  of  supporting family,  bartender or  a  power 
boat. I ill-afforded a pretty funky health insurance policy.

Envy  toward  priests  was  perhaps  natural,  since  we enjoyed a  far  more 
satisfying life than most with relative distance from everyday concerns. And it 
must be conceded with regard to paying for sesshins, that since the Mahayana 
teaches that the individual adherent practices not for himself but for all beings, 
it is incongruent to demand that this individual and not all beings be the one to 
foot the bill for his practice … unless he is a priest,  for whom all beings do 
pay. 

Another  aspect of the  tension had to do with people's naïve expectations of 
what priests were. Many expected monks to be pure in conduct and pristine in 
every other way, but then to their dismay spotted one of them drinking beer or 
eating  a  hamburger,  or  learned some  truth about  who  was  sleeping  with 
whom. Others on the other hand decidedly did not want pristine; they wanted 
someone they  could  personally identify with,  regular  people in  robes,  and 
robes strictly within the Center  and only  during necessary  formal occasions. 
Many of the latter persuasion, now seeing little difference between themselves 
and the ideal  clergyperson they imagined, took the natural next step of asking, 

“Why do we need priests at all? Why don't we just run as a lay center, 
on  the  model  of  those  exemplary Quakers  who once  occupied  these  very 
rooms?”

Nonetheless,  the  great  majority  of lay  members  at the  center  seemed  to 
appreciate  the  presence  of  the  priests  and  their  inspiration  to  practice, 
whatever  priests might be  or however priests might behave.  Keep in mind 
though that in this thriving Buddhist center what little consensus existed was 
always achieved through vote by foot. We were quite aware that most people 
who arrived  once  at  our  doors  as  wide-eyed beginners  would never  again 
return; the same culture shock I had had once experienced in California was 
now  serving in  Austin  to drive  many into  the  hands  of  Shambhalans, 
Theosophists,  Sufis, Unitarians and Quakers. Those rare individuals who did 
return  were  those  who  had  an  affinity  for our  Way,  but  over  time  the 
accumulation of enough of these rare birds constituted a thriving gaggle of a 
Buddhist community generally supportive of us priests and our ways.
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I had for some time been aware that “renunciation” had become a four-letter 
word in the vocabulary of American Buddhism. Few American teachers gave 
it even lip-service as a Buddhist value. At least one of  our own well-to-do 
priests  was  in  the  habit  of  openly  denying  that  it  had  any  relevance  to 
Buddhism, even claiming on one occasion in a Dharma talk that the Buddha 
discovered that renunciation does not work! I suspect  he was  confusing this 
with the morbid asceticism that the Buddha had indeed rejected. Even the Zen 
priest's  ordination  ceremony  refers  to  our  practice  as the  “Path  of 
Renunciation.”

The  relegation of  “renunciation”  to  the  fringes  of the  Western  Buddhist 
vocabulary baffled me  because.  although  I  was  not  always  the  pristine 
renunciate I had once aspired to be, it seemed to me that all of the progress I 
personally had made on the Path was directly correlated with what I had given 
up or curtailed: the physical trappings of life, relations and obligation like debt 
and  car  ownership,   conceptualizations  like self-view,  identity  or being 
somebody, behaviors  like partying  flirtatiously or channel surfing,  and even 
the clinging emotions rooted in greed or anger. I had found practice to be no 
more and no less than a long process of disentanglement strand by strand from 
soap-operatic  existence,  of renunciation,  and I  knew from my reading that 
both  the Buddha  and Dogen thought and  taught this as well.  What a notion 
that it could be otherwise!

But in its stead meditation had become for many American teachers, banking 
on American Buddhisms greatest strength, the end all and be all: You meditate 
a lot, practice in the world, then become enlightened and grow gift-bestowing 
hands.  Renunciation  wasn't  necessary.  But  I  knew this  couldn't  have  been 
right: I had been a meditator for seventeen or eighteen years before becoming 
a Buddhist without  having darkened nor trod on what I now recognized as the 
Buddhist  Path. I  certainly had found great power, stillness and benefit  in my 
pre-Buddhist meditation practice, but it was only upon wielding it as a tool for 
investigating  saṃsāra  and  beginning  the  slow  process  of  disentanglement 
through renunciation that the Path had opened up to me. Clearly there was a 
degree of doctrinal disagreement among the priests.

Knees are the bane of the American Buddhist. While kids in Japan or Burma 
or other floor cultures grow up sitting on the floor with no chair at home, the 
smallest  American kids have their own little pint-sized chairs and stools  so 
they don't have to suffer the indignity of sitting on the floor. Then suddenly at 
a less flexible age they become meditators and are expected to sit or kneel on 
the floor for long periods. My first two sesshins had been largely about coping 
with pain,  the first  one  mental as well  as physical,  and as a Zennie I  was 
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expected not  to move. Such rules can only originate in floor cultures.

I began sitting in a chair in zendo after  I  had  suddenly  begun experiencing 
almost constant pain in my right knee whether I was sitting on the floor or 
walking, and after my knee had become visibly swollen. Then one day while I 
was installing a new porch light outside the AZC kitchen door I experienced a 
very sharp pain from this knee after a little twist which after about two days 
would  not  go  away.  The  after-hours  clinic  recommended  an  MRI  which 
revealed I had a torn miniscus, the cartilage enjoyed by all happy knee caps, 
which  required laprascopic surgery. The surgery was quick but it was many 
months before I could sit on the floor again and my funky health insurance left 
me with a $3,000 debt,  beyond the reach of toothpaste money by about,  oh, 
$2,900.

Paula,  a  member  of  the  Zen  Center  and  some-time  Unitarian  minister 
undertook  to  raise  funds for  my  cause,  announcing  by  AZC  listserv  that 
“Brother Kojin needs our help.” Two days later she had to send another note 
to tell people to stop sending money; we already had more than enough.  I was 
heartened by this outpouring of generosity, which demonstrated not only  (1) 
how much our congregation valued its clergy,  at least me, but also  (2) how 
spontaneous generosity  was very much alive in a predominately ethnically 
European community. However I could not help but notice that our very small 
Taiwanese faction,  led by its  most  active member Mei Chu, was  the most 
forthcoming.  But  then  these  were  people  who  had  grown  up  in  a  very 
Buddhist  culture  in  which  generosity  was  taught  from  childhood  as  an 
opportunity not as an obligation.

Through the commiseration of others I learned that torn menisci are common 
among American Zen practitioners. I met a priest on a retreat who told me, for 
instance,

“I've had that. Twice … in each knee.”

Shortly after the publication of his book, At Hell's Gate, I learned that Claude 
Anshin Thomas, a Zen priest and former soldier, would be in Austin on a book 
tour. I was curious because he was a student of Bernie Glasman, very much a 
social activist and purported to live as a mendicant monk. Moreover his book 
about his long and torturous road from homeless shell-shocked Vietnam War 
veteran to pure and pristine Zen priest fascinated me.  Although his book-tour 
provided him with a well-earned vacation, he was normally on pilgrimage by 
foot, having walked a few times across the United States from coast to coast, 
and even from Europe to Vietnam!

Calculating that staying with us would certainly have more appeal to someone 
of his background than staying at the Hyatt, I contacted Anshin with Barbara's 
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permission to invite him to stay with us at the Zen Center for a few days and I 
was delighted when he accepted. With his assent I also scheduled a Saturday 
Dharma talk for him at AZC and at his suggestion a pot luck for Buddhist 
Vietnam War veterans  the following afternoon,  and of course I vacated the 
VIP room for him.

Anshin always  wore  robes!  In  particular  he  was  never  without  the  long-
sleeved priests' koromo along with a rakusu, except on formal occasions when 
the okesa replaced the rakusu. He also would never touch money! I was aware 
that these practices were traditional in Asia outside of Japan, while Zen priests 
in  Japan or  America would  wear  flip-flops,  shorts  and sun glasses  on the 
beach, pullovers on the subway, whatever lay clothing they wanted. outside of 
formal settings. I asked Anshin about this.

“The reason,” he said, “that Zen priests wear priests' clothing only half 
of the time is that they are priests only half of the time.”

This to me was a strong indictment. I had once of my own accord decided,

 “You ordain as a priest when you realize that Buddhist practice  IS 
your life.”

The implication of what Anshin was saying is that there are priests out there 
who realize half of the time that Buddhist practice is their life, or who realize 
all of the time that Buddhist practice is half of their life, or who realize half of  
the time that Buddhist practice is half of their life. In any case, it certainly 
seemed to fall  far short of my criteria.  It also raised questions  for me  about 
how well or poorly I satisfied my own criteria.

If Anshin's street-ragged koromo contrasted  at  AZC  unfavorably with  our 
freshly pressed  ones, his appearance  on the  street was  particularly daring. I 
took him out to do some fun tourist things one afternoon, particularly to visit 
the Texas State Capitol, paying his bus fare so he would not have to touch the 
quarters. As he himself described it he looked to others like a bald man in a 
dress, but he did not seem to care one snippet. Being a Zen priest all the time 
was  quite  daring,  and  he  was  bold  enough  to  represent  that  fully  in  his 
physical appearance.  Besides, as he put it,  “If people are curious they can 
ask.” 

Apparently he was  in fact a bit weary of people asking;  he did not provide 
such a clear answer once when, as we were crossing a street, a man of South 
Asian appearance asked, 

“Are you Hin-du?”

Anshin replied, “No, I'm So-to,” and walked on. 

This seemed to disarm the man, who stopped dead in the middle of the street 
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and appeared to be  scanning his memory for some reference to this obscure 
religious sect.

Anshin also represented for me the way in which one engages in the world as 
a  priest,  that  is,  in  which  one  never  leaves  Buddhist  practice  to  go  do 
something else, but makes whatever one does a manifestation of the Dharma. 
He  provided the  perfect  example  of  a  life dedicated  to Bearing  Witness. 
Subsequently I would hear other priests — rather predictably in retrospect — 
refer to Anshin as arrogant, but I was pretty darned impressed with the high 
standards he held to. Here was a man who lived by vow and rooted it deeply. 

Japanese  think  in  squares,  rectangles  and  right  angles.  This  is  evident  in 
Japanese clothing: If you lay a kimono, jubon, or samue top or bottom on the 
floor it it will lie flat  with square corners. This makes it  excedingly easy to 
fold and put into a suitcase. Once when Shohaku Okumura was about to lead a 
retreat and I would assist as his jisha, I vacated the VIP room and arranged 
two chairs on either side of a small coffee table that he might share tea with a 
visitor if he  so chose. I arranged the chairs each at an angle, half facing the 
other,  which  to  my  American  mind  looked  charmingly  aesthetic  and 
welcoming. When I next entered the room on some jisha-ly duty  I saw that 
Shohaku had moved each of  the  chairs,  carefully  maintaining  the  original 
symmetry but pointing them straight ahead.

The koromo is an exception: the  sleeves are square but the lower part has 
pleats. This makes it difficult to iron and impossible to fold for travel without 
wrinklage. It also needs to be hung promptly when removed after zendo usage 
in order to avoid undue maintainage. Anshin Thomas probably slept in his. In 
the Fall of 2005 however I had the opportunity to learn the correct Japanese 
technique  of  wrinkle-free  foldage  of  the koromo with everything perfectly 
aligned ready for the suitcase. A later step of this process even involved laying 
a straight stick such as a yardstick over the material as an aid to making a 
critical long and sharp fold. 

The setting for this instruction in freedom from wrinklage was Mt. Equity Zen 
Center in rural Pennsylvania where about thirty Soto priests convened for ten 
days. The teacher was Dai-en Bennage, abbess and a former ballet dancer who 
had discovered Zen while on tour in Japan and had lived there for over two 
decades to familiarize herself with all of the fine points of the formal Japanese 
Zen tradition. The topic of the retreat was “Morning Service,” and the impetus 
for the retreat came from the Soto Zen Buddhist Association.

Soto Zen had floated over to America in big chunks reflecting the diversity of 
Soto lineages in Japan. These chunks had then broken into smaller pieces on 
the shores of American innovation and rebellion.  At one end of the resulting 
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detritus were lineages that had no priests, or ordained priests who wore no 
robes, sported beards and hair, worked regular jobs (sometimes even as clergy 
in non-Buddhist faiths), raised regular families and who could attain Dharma 
transmission  with  no  clearly  rigorous path  of  training  such  as  monastic 
residence. At the other end of the beach, and in the far north of California, was 
Shasta  Abbey which was strictly  monastic and bald,  and required years of 
monastic residence and rigorous training prior to Dharma transmission. Shasta 
Abbey was also Westernized but not modernized: Its chanting was Gregorian 
in style, adapted by its founder, a one-time British musicologist. Each end of 
the spectrum  displayed on the shores of America  was poorly represented in 
Japan, where something like the San Francisco lineage would be closer to the 
norm.

A number of senior priests in different lineages had become concerned about 
harmonizing and strengthening standards, and accordingly created something 
called the Soto Zen Buddhist Association,  of which Barbara had become an 
active member, to share training and discuss standards. Two autumns in a row 
I participated in priests' training programs sponsored by SZBA,  the first of 
which  was  the  aforementioned training  at  Mt.  Equity  Zen Center  in  rural 
Pennsylvania. Dai-en was extremely demanding, which she attributed more to 
her  ballet  training  than to her  Zen training,  keeping us practicing for long 
hours until we got the chanting, kokyo and doan practice right. Her instruction 
was an inspiration for each of the participants to develop higher standards for 
Soto practice in America.

The second program I attended a year later was a National Soto Zen Practice 
Period,  though  it  lasted  only  four  weeks,  much  shorter than the  more 
traditional three-month Zen monastery practice period. This was held at Jikoji 
Zen Temple in a beautiful  forested area near Santa Cruz, California  that had 
been established by Kobun Chino Roshi,  one of the few Japanese to have 
trained at Tassajara, but who had died tragically by jumping into a pond while 
wearing full robes in an attempt to rescue his young daughter. The theme of 
the National Soto Zen Practice Period was “What is Soto Zen?” and each of 
its  four  weeks was  led  by a  distinctly  different  teacher:  first,  the 
aforementioned Dai-en Bennage; then Eko Little, abbot of Shasta Abbey; then 
Jisho Warner, teacher of the Stone Creek Zen Center in Sonoma County, and 
finally  Mel Weitzman, abbot of the Berkeley Zen Center  and  also  my  own 
Dharma great-grandfather. 

I realized that the task of defining standards for all American Soto Zen had no 
substantial  solution.  For one lineage  to change its standards  would call  into 
question  the validity  of  its  previous  ordinations  and  transmissions.  Shasta 
Abbey's musicologist founder ran into this situation early on as her own vision 
of Shasta Abbey became more monastic after initially allowing the ordinations 
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of  a married couple. After trying then to revoke those ordinations unless the 
couple should be willing to divorce, the couple simply refused and went off in 
a huff to start their own center, which has been very successful, and has in fact 
implemented  exemplary  standards  in  its  own  right  for  priest  training  in 
America.

When someone had asked Suzuki Roshi many years before,

“What is a priest?” and,

“I don't know,” 

… was his immediate reply,  everybody at the time had assumed that Suzuki 
Roshi  was presenting a koan  to  us,  a  subject  of  contemplation that  would 
ultimately  result  in  a  distinct “Aha!”  moment  for  each  aspirant  in  turn. 
However,  around this  time  I  concluded that  Suzuki  was simply answering 
honestly: He really didn't know!

In 2008 a forest fire broke out in the Ventana Wilderness in which Tassajara 
monastery lies, sparked by a flash of lightning. Summers are generally hot and 
dry throughout the coastal regions of California,  having  put Tassajara under 
threat of  destruction a number of times in its history, and in fact all of the 
resident  monks,  including  me, received training  in  fire  control  and  the 
monastery kept a lot of firefighters' equipment permanently at hand. Back in 
Austin  in  this  particular  summer we  were  receiving  daily  updates  as the 
situation  began  to  look  grim.  This  was  finally  the  year  the  overextended 
United States Fire  Service abandoned Tassajara to its fate and demanded a 
complete evacuation of the region as the fire swept nearer and would indeed 
soon engulf the  frail compound at  the bottom of the valley  with its  many 
wooden buildings.

Five priests however refused to evacuate! One of the five was our own Colin, 
and two others of the five had been monks, not yet ordained, when I had lived 
at Tassajara.  (When I was a kid if our school had caught on fire most of us 
would have been delighted. These five  were made of  more principled stuff.) 
The Guest Season residents at Tassajara had been arduously preparing for the 
worst  in  the  previous  weeks by  removing  excess  underbrush  around  the 
compound,  stowing away anything else that was particularly flammable and 
rigging a sprinkler system, “Dharma Rain,” to soak buildings in water from 
the roof down. Colin and the others were foolhardy enough to think that by 
keeping the  Dharma Rain pumps running  and  by  squelching any small fires 
that would be likely to break out in the compound, the five of them might be 
able to save both Tassajara and themselves. 

In the end the “fire monks,” as they came to be called, did just what they had 
planned. They lost only a few structures, none of the major buildings like the 
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zendo, kitchen, founder's hall or like the shop where 400 gallons of gasoline 
were  stored, and  moreover  survived,  hacking  and  coughing  from inhaling 
smoke. An embarrassment  to  the  Fire  Service,  they  became the  heroes  of 
American Buddhism.  They had rescued the oldest Western Buddhist training 
monastery in the world, one that had supercharged the practice lives of many 
Zen practitioners lay and ordained for many decades, including mine, and that 
will now but for their efforts be able to continue doing so for many decades to 
come. More than that the fire monks represent the finest in bold and selfless 
resolve in the face of the unknown, evidence of the strength  and energy  of 
Buddhism in America and an inspiration for all Buddhists everywhere.

My Life Finally Takes Shape  

Uchiyama Roshi, Okumura's teacher in Japan, had once written as the fourth 
of seven “Points of Practice”:

“Base your life on vow and root it deeply.”

I had puzzled over this for years and it gradually opened up for me, roughly as 
follows: 

Each  life,  character,  set  of  personal values,  stream  of  daily activities  is 
inherently  as formless as a lump of wet clay.  Now, if you give someone a 
lump of wet clay he is generally inclined to make something grand of it, but 
will approach this task in either of two distinct ways. 

One  is  to  thrill  in  the  possibilities  so  much  that  he  balks  before any 
irreversible decision  lest  it lead  irredeemably  to error.  Much  like  the  the 
hesitant  dissertation  scholar,  he will play  with  the  clay,  experiment  with 
flattening part of it, maybe rolling it into a snake then squishing it back to the 
blob in dire dread of any real commitment. That way he always preserves the 
very best prospects of something grand, of a bust of Beethoven, of a tea pot, 
of a mask, of a ceramic hippopotamus and of the limitless other possibilities 
arrayed  before him,  but never  the real thing.  This is  the way of doubt,  of 
hesitation in the face of the unknown.

The other is to think about it briefly, make a bold decision and plunge forth: 
uh, a ceramic dragon that holds toothpaste and toothbrushes in its back and a 
bar  of  soap  in  its  mouth!  All  other prospects  close immediately  but  the 
creative facilities actively engage  as their  locus has shifted from choice to 
manifestation, and something real is thrust into being. This is the way of faith, 
of bold resolve in the face of the unknown. 

Our lives are the same way: the bold ones resolve, “this will be the shape of 
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my life,” and then do not fail to act according to that resolve. This is vow and 
it is our only opportunity to shape our lives deliberately and substantially into 
something grand, in any case into more than a glob. 

The odd thing is I had  somehow  always known this. I had that  same  bold 
devotion  in  my  bones from  my  earliest  days.  Looking  back  I  saw  that 
whatever had been meaningful in my life was so because I had met it with this 
bold  resolve:  my  studies,  my  research  and  now  my  Buddhist  practice. 
However I had refused to generalize what I knew to the rest of my life, instead 
entertaining worldly  pleasure and soapy  opera  only to  squish them  quickly 
back into the lump of the clay of my life. I had even heard of people who had 
been devoted to marriage. No wonder my life had seemed so shapeless when I 
first came upon Buddhist practice! When this koan opened up to me I realized 
I was going to base every aspect of my life on vow and try my darnedest to 
root it deeply.

Over the years I had continued to examine suffering as it arises at all those 
points of clinging that used to keep me entangled in the snarl of soap-operatic 
life and all those points where I still clung. I could see how when I reached for 
the  bottle  with  the  attractive  label,  out  would spill  problem,  neediness, 
scheme, Little Johnny,  resource, hindrance,  lack, restlessness  and anxiety. I 
realized I must have dozens of such bottles on my shelf, each with a different 
label.  Some had gathered layers of dust.:  a party hat, a commando, a dusty 
professor whose buttons did not line up, a white dog, a book: Navaho Made 
Easy, my book: Partitioned Representations, egg thickener, a group of beady-
eyed bunnies, a father and his three kids,  a  slender  dark-haired  woman with 
enormous blue eyes, now long gone. Some others were new and shiny.

If I picked any one of these bottles up and looked in through the glass I would 
always see the same things in there. I had been splashing these things around 
most of my life believing the labels and  taking no notice  of the anguish  in 
their contents, their capacity for latching on to things and entangling  me in 
soap-operatic saṃsāric life. The world is aflame. The most beautiful labels of 
all were the women, the beautiful and smart, the fragile and smart, the fragile 
and beautiful, many still very much present on shiny new bottles.

A vow I  had made at  Tassajara already  aided my process  of  renunciation. 
Many attractive  women continued to  come into  our zendo of all ages. This 
priest in full robes  and bald head  represented for them all, I could assume, 
authority. Some of them became my students or would seek me out for advise 
on their practice, or even for pastoral consultation if they were going through 
some kind of problem.  Nonetheless  I had  vowed years ago never to have  a 
relation with a Zen woman from a position of authority as a priest, and I can 
report I never consciously deviated from that rule. 
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We upheld a dress code at AZC, just as they did at SFZC. Whew. Aside from 
encouraging  muted  colors,  ideally  black,  this  included  no  shorts  or  short 
skirts, no bare shoulders (for men as well as women, by the way).  And this 
was  helpful  for  me.  The  dress  code  was  routinely communicated during 
Saturday morning beginners' instruction. Unfortunately when newbies arrived 
for this they had not yet learned about about the dress code and some women, 
to  my  simultaneous  delight  and dismay  when  I  was  the  instructor,  would 
arrive in all manners of attire. 

The reason for the dress code is simple. When we sit down to zazen our first 
task is to free our minds of distractions that will impinge on the prospect of 
samādhi. The Buddha even provided a handy checklist,  familiar in substance 
to all experienced meditators, called the Five Hindrances:

• Lust. “Hubba-hubba.” 
• Ill-will. “That darn %&$*@!” 
• Sloth and torpor. “Zzzzzz.” 
• Restlessness and remorse. “If only I had …, I know, I’ll …” 
• Doubt. “What do I think I’m doing here anyway?” 

The dress code targets the very first hindrance. There are plenty of triggers for 
lust in the outside world, we try to keep them out of the zendo for a necessary 
and specific reason. I was glad this rule was in place also to help keep my life 
simple.

I found myself  nonetheless over these years in a series of  small infatuations 
with Zen women that, as said, I never once consciously allowed to spill over 
into outward expression. My age also helped me deal with the most beautiful 
labels. Men as they grow older  must in any case learn to exercise restraint 
with regard to younger women,  who  tend to elicit attention effortlessly, lest 
they make total  fools of themselves.  For such a woman is  unlikely to take a 
man a quarter of a century  or more  older seriously, even if he did look like 
Richard Chamberlain when he and Richard Chamberlain were both her age (at 
different times). I was fortunate to be helped along in my vow by this practical 
constraint.

However, a few months after my ordination,  Linda came back into my life, 
seductive as ever, my Italian former girlfriend. I  had resisted this  for several 
months, even while maintaining a friendship, but failed to live up to my purest 
intentions,  although not  to  the  specifics of  any explicit  vow  or constraint I 
observed, for she saw no authority in my robes  nor scalp  whatever  and was 
even older than I. However the combination of lust, years of familiarity and a 
single mindless moment conspired to produce this result. As a consequence I 
lived for a time the life of the priest only through noon on Saturdays, but then 
spent the  rest  of  the  weekend  at  Linda's  apartment,  eating,  making  love, 
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drinking beer or wine and watching ill-informed pundits on Sunday morning 
TV, before returning to AZC late Sunday so that I could be in the zendo well 
before dawn Monday morning. This lasted for about a year, but the disconnect 
between my pristine priestly life and my routinely arousing weekends was too 
glaring to sustain. I found myself on weekends looking forward to my return 
to the quiet solitude of home, cat and cushion.

I began to read more about this monk-thing, and of the particular challenge of 
living a simple intentional life of practice while coming to terms with sexual 
energy  and other urges.  Sexuality was a challenge  far from unique to me, it 
was  almost universally  the greatest  challenge  of  the  monastic  life,  and 
accordingly sexual abstinence was the very first among hundreds of monastic 
precepts  established by the Buddha.  Celibacy is,  it  should be acknowledged, 
among the most perverse and unnatural of deviant sexual behaviors. Why not 
allow  what  comes  naturally  full  expression?  In  this  looking-glass  world 
passion and well-being certainly do not appear to be contrary.  Could it be that 
they really are?

It must be understood that Buddhism is not about self-expression,  it is about 
expressly  abandoning a  self. “Self-expression,” a  remnant  of  European 
Romanticism  now  long  discarded  even  by  composers  and  artists,  is 
nonetheless, for  one  reason  or  another,  often  attributed  to  Buddhism,  and 
maybe most particularly to Zen. Buddhism is about seeing clearly the factors 
of  mind  that  arise  naturally,  but  then  understanding  their  consequences, 
recognizing which of them get us into trouble, into entanglement in saṃsāric 
life, in a life that is an endless problem for self and other, and then to chose to 
shape the human character accordingly. Buddhism is about looking outside of 
the box, to see the big picture, to base life in clarity. You can self-express your 
naturally arising greed, hate and delusion until the cows come home; you will 
make no progress whatever on the Buddhist path.

Buddhism is,  when taken to its logical conclusion, the path of renunciation. 
Anything in the life of the ideal Buddhist practitioner that threatens to evoke 
or entangle him in greed, lust, aversion, fear, anxiety, is simply let go of. He 
simply does not participate in in the world on his own behalf, he accepts no 
stake in the world that could evoke unskillful intentions. Sex, although in no 
way  “sinful”  in  and  of  itself,  in  real  life  gets  almost  invariably  and 
uncontrollably entangled  in  lust,  jealousy,  attachment,  possessiveness,  loss, 
anger and pregnancy, even revenge, murder and suicide. That is what makes it 
the  key object  of  monastic  renunciation,  and celibacy the  hallmark  of  the 
monastic life,  the life of taking Buddhism to its logical conclusion. Physical 
renunciation is actually the easy part, which is why it must be undertaken first, 
just as the recovering alcoholic begins by not drinking as the first step prior to 
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the greater challenge of restraining and eventually relinquishing the urge. The 
mind will follow only reluctantly, sluggishly and far far behind.

I have known Zen priests of punctilious practice and persistent progress while 
single who have gotten romantically involved, only to see their practice lives 
collapse. Suddenly their lives are not their own and they are swept up almost 
immediately in the winds of normalcy. I had seen that happening to me when I 
had  briefly  resumed relations with Linda.  For myself, I had  now  reached a 
point where I could not even conceive of picking up once again the baggage 
of a relationship;  even the concept of possessing somebody, of making her 
mine, then defending my claim through jealous means no longer made sense 
to me. This would be,  like,  so “Me,” so “Little Johnny,” so contrary to  the 
whole thrust of my life by this time.

This  aspect  of  Buddhist  practice  might  seem  to  many  readers harsh  and 
austere, but keep in mind that it is  not a  requirement of the good Buddhist, 
only  an  option chosen  by  relatively  few  who  are  willing  to  try  to  see 
Buddhism to its logical conclusion. Keep in mind that I am describing through 
this entire book my own slow process of going off the deep end of Buddhist 
practice.  However, once  one sees saṃsāra clearly and is willing to jump off 
this deep end, the  value of  the option  abstaining from sexual entanglements 
becomes as crystal clear as the image in the looking glass. My  aspirations had 
finally given my life this shape.

Vow  entails  boldly  meeting  urges  to  do  otherwise.  A number  of  times  a 
woman at the Zen Center would in subtle ways express a interest in “getting to 
know me better.” Socially these advances were easy to ignore, internally they 
could  require  superhuman restraint.  However this  became policy  and 
eventually conditioned habit. On one occasion I was surprised at one coming 
from a inordinately sexy woman  far below my years,  but  still  I  dutifully 
brushed it off.

For a long time another very pretty woman, this time reasonably closer to my 
age, often  sat next to me at zazen. Now, my seat tended to change often. For a 
time I was ino and sat in the ino's spot. Sometimes I was doan and sat in the 
doan's spot. Sometimes I was neither  ino nor doan and chose another spot. 
Repeatedly, with numerous choices of seats available, cushion arrayed against 
cushion, if  she  would  entered after me she would “just  happen” to  sit down 
next to me. Knees would almost touch whenever two participants sat side-by-
side in our densely crowded zendo. One occasion provided clear confirmation 
of  the evident pattern: I had sat on the ino's spot, and she had come in and sat 
next to me.  Aha.  But then I noticed  that  the doan had failed to arrive and it 
was almost time to ring the opening bell, so I got up and sat in the doan's seat, 
after which she got up and sat next to me there! 
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“One by one, let go of the hindrances … all of them.”

The Buddha, hoping to lock monks and nuns into a certain lifestyle, one that 
which carried Buddhism to its logical conclusion,  one  that rooted their lives 
deeply in vow, introduced the Vinaya, the books of monastic discipline, which 
include the monastic precepts, the Patimokkha, which in the version followed 
in East Asia has 250 rules. Many of these ancient rules are very obscure or in 
need of head-scratching adjustment to modern circumstances, or are often not 
particularly relevant nor even advisable, for instance:

Should any bhikkhu bathe at intervals of less than half a month, except  
on proper occasions, it is to be confessed.

Should  any  bhikkhu knowingly  and by  arrangement  travel  together  
with a caravan of thieves, even for the interval between one village  
and the next, it is to be confessed.

Conveniently Ven. Thich Nhat Hanh, always the innovator, had published a 
new version of the vows with modern circumstances in mind that he used for 
training modern new monks, for instance:

A bhikshu who plays electronic games, including those on a mobile  
phone or a computer, commits an Expression of Regret Offense.

A bhikshu, while driving, should not make unnecessary conversation,  
tease, joke, talk on the telephone or read the map.

This  looked  good  to  me,  so I  undertook  with  Barbara's  support  to  begin 
observing these modernized monastic vows privately.  I knew there were other 
Zen priests  of similar aspiration who undertook some  similar  set of private 
precepts. Of course I understood that I could rescind them at any time, that the 
community as a whole did not expect their observation, but would now at least 
have to revisit the issue both with myself with Barbara first before abandoning 
this course. Nevertheless my intentions were strong.

Barbara  and  I  spent  a  lot  of  time  discussing  each  rule  and  how I  would 
observe it. For instance, one of the rules stated that a monk shall never dress 
like a layman. I  determined, not that I would always  wear my  koromo like 
Anshin Thomas does, but that I would minimally wear the less flagrant samu-
e with rakusu to implement this rule. I realized that almost no one outside of 
the Japanese Zen tradition actually knew what this apparel might signify but at 
least I did, and it would only be through coming upon this peculiar garb that 
others would start to ask and to learn what it signified.

But instead people  who encountered  my fashion statement  generally simply 
thought I had just come from a martial arts class. A cashier at  Wheatsville 
Food Co-op near AZC once asked me, 
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“What art are you?” 

Often someone would spot me and shout out, 

“Karate!” 

Once  in  my  ongoing  travels  to Asian  Buddhist  temples I  visited  the  Wat 
Buddhananachat Thai monastery near Austin, and someone who happened to 
be lounging in a chair as I entered exclaimed, 

“Kung Fu!” 

It was a Thai monk! 

Another  time  I  had  been  called  to  Brackenridge  Hospital  where  I  was 
registered as a chaplin, I took the bus to the State Capitol and was walking the 
few downtown blocks toward Brackenridge where I  passed a  rather sleazy 
noir cocktail lounge in front of which a woman was standing, leaning against 
the wall smoking a cigarette. As I approached she glanced at me briefly then 
did a double take.

“You're a Zen priest, aren't you?”

“Yes, how did you know?”

“My sister used to be a student of Katagiri Roshi in Minnesota.” 

A Naga by the Tail

One day Barbara asked me to begin sewing brown robes. 

In  the  Soto  Zen  tradition  a  priest-in-training  wears  black  robes  upon 
ordination  and  continues  to  wear  black  robes  after  serving  as  shuso,  and 
having been authorized to  begin teaching. At some point the priest's teacher, 
after  years  of  daily  contact,  decides  that  the  priest  has  acquired  her  own 
understanding.  Formally  this  manifests  as Dharma  transmission.  Dharma 
transmission is performed in a private ceremony, between teacher and student. 
No  one  else  is  allowed  to  be  present.  There  would  be  no  invitations,  no 
audience. Barbara would say some words, I would reply, she would hand me 
the  brown robes  and  I  would  be  an  independent  teacher  in  the  Soto  Zen 
tradition, authorized to wear the brown robes and to ordain and train priests on 
my own. 

Construction on the Great Cathedral in Cologne, Germany began in 1248 AD 
and  it  was  to  be  magnificent.  It  was  finally  completed  in  1880,  over  six 
centuries  later!  This  leads  one  to  wonder:  What motivated  the  original 
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founders of the Cathedral even while they would not live to see past the very 
earliest  stages  of  its  construction? I  imagined that  this  level  of  devotion 
trivialized the mundane details of their own small lives such that sicknesses, 
deaths, births, droughts barely deterred the founders in their determination to 
see the work continue without interruption, and instead framed those lives in 
the deep purpose and meaning of something greater, thereby transcending the 
quiet desperation of saṃsāra on behalf of something sublime.

Everything I've ever learned about faith I've learned from science.  Decades 
before I had taken the tiger by the tail in  such an undertaking,  to contribute 
through linguistics to  science,  a centuries-old  endeavor  whereby  one 
generation builds on the results of the previous generation to the benefit of 
cumulative and enduring human understanding. Against this level of devotion 
I had felt the mundane details of my small life, like worrying about livelihood, 
for a time palpably fade and almost vanish until my bold resolve had eased up 
a  bit.  This  was  an  undertaking  that for  me  had  given this  life  over  to 
something greater.

Artists  and  runaway  hobbyists routinely  do  the  same  thing,  that  is,  they 
become slaves to the creative enterprise and as a result commonly live at the 
fringes, sustaining themselves only enough to support their their true passion. 
Like monks!  In the West we revere and romanticize the artist who is a little 
out of control, a little crazy, a drunkard. I suspect that this is not because we 
revere  the  craziness  or  the  drunkenness,  but  because  in  our  romantic 
imaginations it puts their pristine devotion to their art into sharp contrast with 
a neglect  of mundane  existence.  Tawdry  behavior  is  OK,  but  should  we 
discover  them seeking  fame  or wealth  or  some  other  kind  of  personal 
advantage  through their art, we are disappointed  at this trivialization of the 
sublime.

I  worked  daily  on  sewing  my  brown  robes.  I  decided  with  Barbara's 
permission to revert to an older tradition, that of sewing robes from scraps, 
rather than going out and  simply  buying a bolt of brown fabric. Initially I 
pictured myself gathering one piece at a time to wash in a vat of boiling water 
and then to dye brown with berries or something, wondering where the nearest 
charnal  ground  might  be.  Then  Barbara  began  producing  larger  pieces  of 
fabric left over from other projects, some of them long abandoned, white or 
near white cloth cloth that should be given a proper home.

There are  also modern  people think of Buddhist practice as something they 
bring into their individual lives to make  them happier  through stability and 
mental health. I began to realize how this trivializes Buddhism by missing its 
embeddedness in the greater, by failing to realize in the Buddhist project even 
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the  scope of the meaning  that  commonly adheres to linguistics, science,  art, 
the cathedral in Cologne or to many hobbies. It makes the great Buddhist path 
into a  mere  form of psychotherapy  thereby putting it in  direct  competition 
with all of the mundane things one might with far less work bring into one's 
life to make it happier, like sex, drugs, fame and power. The fire monks who 
saved Tassajara must  somehow or other  have seen their lives embedded in 
something  greater,  something  sublime;  otherwise  why  would  they  put the 
futures of their mundane lives so boldly on the line? 

Embedding one's life in something greater is  unfortunately not universally a 
part of  common religion. Religion  is perhaps  for most a part-time affair, for 
instance, something someone does Sunday morning then fails to live up to the 
rest of the week. However embeddedness is what we naturally expect of the 
religious  life,  which  is  why  many  of the  non-religious  are,  with an 
unexamined religious  sensibility, so critical  of  Sunday morning Christians. 
Religion is potentially the largest frame in which one might embed one's life 
because it is global and sweeping enough to contain everything else one does 
in  the day.  The Sunday morning Buddhist makes Buddhism into one of the 
self's schemes, whereas the consummate Buddhist  makes the self irrelevant, 
… which is the central point of Buddhist practice in the first place.

Somehow  or  other the  implications  of  practice  transcend this  fathom-long 
body and these few decades of life,  to resolve the  oceans of tears  that  have 
been shed in countless lives, and mountains of bones that have been discarded 
in countless  deaths.  We  all  plant  many  seeds  throughout  our  lives,  not 
knowing if and when they will ripen. Likewise we are all fields in which seeds 
from many sources take root. Some of these seeds grow into nutritious fruits 
and vegetables, like mangoes and turnips, others into bitter,  poisonous and 
yucky  things  like  hemlock  or  poison  ivy. A Buddhist  who  has  developed 
wholesome qualities is a Buddhist who will inevitably plant good seeds, this is 
the wholesome friend, the kalyaṇamitta. In Buddhism we don't keep our merit 
for ourselves, we share it with all beings, and what we share they share. Our 
influences  are  huge  and  they  sustain  themselves  forever.  (Happiness  and 
mental health follow immediately, but incidentally and as long as tawdriness 
is held at bey.)

I  quickly completed the  small  brown bib-  or  pouch-like  rakusu to begin my 
sewing project. By my reckoning his was the fourth rakusu that I had sewn: I 
had stitched the blue one unevenly prior to lay ordination, then sewn a black 
one prior to priest ordination along with the black okesa, and finally stitched 
together another black one with exquisite competence after my first black one 
had become very faded from continual wear inside and outside the Center, in 
rain, sleet and burning sun. The left-over fabric for the fourth rakusu had been 
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two different kinds of off-white but I had carefully selected a brown die at 
Silk Road fabric store in Austin which gave me the color I  needed before 
sewing. 

I also used the same color to die a rather large remnant which I laid out our 
sewing table in the library, marked and cut to produce most of the patches for 
the  brown  okesa. It  was  a  joy  to  be  sewing  once  again  taking  on  this 
monumental craft project and progressing week by week. We live in a culture 
in which sewing and knitting are still regarded as women's chores, resisting 
the  overall  trend  toward  gender-neutrality  that  had  progressed  in  the  last 
decades  with  respect  to  washing  dishes,  changing  diapers  and  paying  for 
dates. Women had apparently  not  been  so anxious to give this one up. As I 
happily sewed in the library I often listened to Ven. Thubten Chodron's series 
of lectures on monastic life that I had downloaded from her Web site.

Buddhism is not a cookie-cutter religion, it comes in all levels of commitment, 
of vow, depending on opportunity, inspiration,  availability of kalyanamittas, 
circumstances  and  aptitude.  Still it  has  one  direction;  toward  liberation. 
Monastic vow represents the deepest level of commitment, of giving one's life 
over completely to Buddhist practice. I realized that I lived in a land that, in 
spite of its quick and enthusiastic embrace of so much that is deep and pure in 
Buddhist  practice and understanding, had failed so far  to develop a strong 
monastic order. Shucks, most American Buddhists had never even met a monk 
or nun. I saw clearly that if Buddhism were to succeed to bring the full range 
of its promised benefits to my spiritually troubled land a strong monastic order 
was imperative. The Buddha understood this, Dogen understood this, history 
has proven this. Without this kalyanamittas, the role models, are sparse.

Moreover  I discovered that following the monastic precepts had the taste of 
liberation. In our looking glass world we think it must be the opposite, that all  
of these rules must have the smell of oppression, but no, they clearly had the 
taste of liberation. The reason was simple: I had only to care for the vows, to 
bring body and mind fully into accord. What could touch me then? The scent 
of  Little Johnny dropped easily  away, along with  his agenda,  along with  his 
perpetual “What’s in it for me?” along with his resistance and anxiety on the 
one hand and with his pride on the other.  Instead there was the vow and the 
awareness  of body and mind following along. Life was not a problem.  This 
was liberation. The vow was doing me.

Barbara foresaw my Dharma transition happening in the Spring of 2010. This 
gave me two years from the time I began to sew the brown robes. Aside from 
sewing the robes I was to study some esoteric texts and copy another text by 
hand into a notebook Barbara had given me as I continued my priestly life and 
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practice.

Bold and Resolute

At one of the very early board meetings at AZC someone had predicted, 

“You know, some day there will be rifts and rivalries at AZC just as 
there are inevitably anywhere.” 

People  had  glanced around  the  room  from face  to  face trying  to  imagine 
where the cracks might arise, who would end up in separate  shards. Though 
this  statement  had  been unquestionably true,  it  nevertheless  had  caught 
everybody by surprise  in view of the complete harmony and  singleness of 
purpose that we had enjoyed up until that time had made a rift inconceivable. 
But several years later it had come to pass. 

Any organization has its disharmonies. Over the years hundreds of people had 
stepped  through  the doors  of  Austin  Zen  Center,  sat  zazen  in  our  zendo, 
attended our lectures and classes, supped with us, volunteered on work days, 
browsed  our  library, even  served  on  our  board  of  directors.  And  these 
hundreds of people had brought with them different kinds of personal history 
and  neediness.  And  there  was  a  steady  inevitable  trickle  of interpersonal 
conflicts,  as newcomers,  for instance, tried to  assume  undue authority  and 
others felt peeved. 

In Buddhism it is often said that a lotus grows in muddy water; we don't start 
out  as  pure  exemplars  of  Buddhist  practice  (I  didn't),  we  don't  arrive  as 
lotuses, and in fact given that many people come to Buddhism in America as 
an act of final desperation, muddy water  is  almost the norm. Sometimes it 
could feel like collectively we were aslosh in it. But what was truly inspiring 
was to watch the lotuses grow. They really do in Buddhist practice, and this 
made the priestly life particularly rewarding.

As  head  teacher  Barbara  was  uniquely called  upon  to  resolve  both 
interpersonal squabble and personal strife. Her greatest strength was her great 
compassion: She would spend hours working with personality disorders and 
served as a lifeline for many a troubled person. A good example was a young 
man who suffered from progressively worsening bipolar disorder, whose life 
she certainly saved and  with  whom Barbara spent many long hours on the 
phone long after he had moved away from Austin. Barbara often reminded me 
of the inscription on the Statue of Liberty:

“Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free”

Refugees were invariably welcomed at AZC. 
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Barbara's greatest weakness was  a near enemy of her greatest strength: She 
tried obsessively to accommodate in every detail the needs of every troubled 
being often to  the detriment of others,  for instance, by giving problematic 
personalities  as an encouragement  significant responsibilities  that  were then 
executed with poor results. Poor Barbara's often less than skillful tactics made 
her a lightning rod for miff and vexation. But this kind of thing happens in any 
organization  and all  things considered the center  remained for many years a 
peaceful, happy place. I am sorry to say the rift I have in mind would happen 
among the priests, and I would be a part of it. 

One day Thubten Chodron  came to give a talk at  the University of Texas, 
where she attracted a  large audience.   She  had become well  known for  a 
couple of  very popular  books,  but to  me she was particularly known as  a 
pioneer and champion of American monasticism. Mei Chu, who was involved 
at UT in organizing her visit, had asked if the venerable might come to AZC 
to rest in the serenity of the Zen Center during her downtime between a couple 
of minor events or meetings that had also been scheduled during the day. Of 
course I had been delighted with the request, but had asked in return if I might 
be able to intrude on her rest to speak with her while she was here. 

Thubten Chodron, although she practiced in the Tibetan school, had received 
permission to ordain from her Tibetan teacher as a bhikshuni in the 1970's, in 
Taiwan since there had never been full ordination for women in Tibet. She had 
then struggled with receiving support as a lone nun in America for many years 
but  eventually  overcame  all  obstacles  and  had  founded  a  monastery  in 
Washington State so that junior nuns would not have to endure the hardship of 
monastic  life  in  America  that she  had.  She  had  also  collected  very  good 
materials on her Web site for those contemplating ordination, including audios 
of yearly seminars she held for aspiring monastics. I was very inspired to talk 
with her with her gracious consent about my own aspirations.

A somewhat  unusual  power  structure  contributed to  the  rift  that  would 
develop at  AZC: Flint  was our founder,  was very active at  the center,  had 
progressed in his own practice, was a former shuso and teacher, and in fact 
was an extremely adept and charismatic public speaker and the most popular 
teacher at the center,  able to attract as many participants to his seminars as 
Reb Anderson did to his retreats. Barbara,  on the other hand, was the head 
teacher,  had  in  fact  been  brought  in  some  years  ago  under  Flint's 
recommendation, and was qualified: She was a fully trained holder of Dharma 
transmission and the only one of us who was authorized ordain and transmit 
priests. 

To complicate  matters, Flint  had  over  the years  notably lost  his  originally 
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unreserved enthusiasm for the forms of  traditional  Zen practice which had 
formed  the  basis  of  the  AZC  culture  from  the  start.  Flint had  instead 
developed  a  more  modern doctrinal  slant,  one  that  mixed  Western 
psychotherapy in with Zen,  with a different method of teaching and training 
involving group inquiry. Barbara still represented the old school. I represented 
something like the really old school. Peg, with whom I had sat zazen with in 
my  early  days  and who  had  become  active  at  the  Zen  Center  in  many 
capacities, had become clearly a disciple of Flint.

Zen priests generally had a certain degree of pride, hopefully not excessive, in 
having  qualified  for  ordination  and  by  the  same  token  looked  forward  to 
attaining Dharma transmission. Because  these become a matter of personal 
identity and personal aspiration it could be a personal affront when a teacher 
either  grants  ordination  or  Dharma  transmission  to  someone  personally 
regarded  as  unqualified  or  else  fails  to  grant ordination  or  Dharma 
transmission to someone personally regarded as qualified (possibly  to  one's 
personal self). In retrospect it was incumbent on the teacher to insist on clear 
and consistent standards to keep the personal at bey. Unfortunately Barbara's 
policy  was  as  usual more  case-by-case  compassion-based  than  standards-
based. 

To thrash out the rough edges around qualifications and hurt feelings Barbara 
convened  a  weekly  meeting  of  the  priests,  inviting  in  one  case  a  newly 
ordained  priest  who  was  already  the  object  of  some  grumbling.   These 
meetings only served to underscore the irreconcilability of our diverse views. 
Barbara  had  also  decided  at  one  point  to  put  Flint  in  line  for  Dharma 
transmission then a year or so later retracted her decision, I understand at least 
partially due to pressure from some of her peers who pointed to deficits in the 
formal  monastic  component  of  his  training  still  insisted  on  by  most  Soto 
schools  including SFZC,  but  in  any case  with  predictable  effects.  He had 
already been sewing the brown robes.

Agreeing on a set of standards to which all of the existing priests would agree 
simply  had no  substantial  solution.  For  someone to change his mind about 
standards would call into question the validity of previous ordinations and ex-
pectations about transmission. Most of the fault for this impasse lay certainly 
in the institution of priesthood itself as it had been transmitted to us. Neither 
priest nor layperson can long take priesthood seriously and at the same time 
be allowed to read into it whatever he wants without encountering some grave 
contradictions.

In the end both Flint and Peg decided to leave the Zen Center in a bit of a huff 
and  pursue  their  own  path  at  a  second  Zen  center,  which  they  called 
Appamāda, where not so much attention was to be given to the formalities of 
robes, ordination nor Dharma transmission. A clean break might have been a 
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natural solution to the impasse, but the problem was now that it had “Split in 
the Saṅgha” written all over it, which meant  that  almost everybody  and his 
uncle felt they had to take sides rather than simply relishing in the broadening 
options for Zen practice in Austin. As a result a lot of heat was expended for 
many  months  concerning  this  “split.”  The  emotions  around  the rift  were 
particularly painful to me: I was Barbara's student and ofttimes defender but I 
had also practiced with and been supported in my practice by both Flint and 
Peg since before there was an AZC or a Barbara, and in fact had first brought 
Peg to the Zen Center.

Ven. Chodron was one in a series of Western monastics that I sought out,  in 
each of  whom  I  found a profoundly inspiring example  of  the pristine  life 
dedicated with utmost devotion to the pursuit of the Buddha's  Way. Another 
was  Ven.  Heng Sure, American  abbot of the Berkeley Buddhist Monastery, 
whom I visited on one of my trips home to California and who had ordained 
under Taiwanese Master Hua also in the 1970's. He spoke fluent Chinese, used 
his Chinese Dharma name, and followed a number of austerities, like never 
lying  down to sleep.  Bhante  Suhita  Dharma was the  first  black  American 
monk, having been ordained in each of the three major branches of Buddhism 
for  ten  years  each, and worked at  the headquarters  of  the  Buddhist  Peace 
Fellowship in Berkeley, where I visited him.

Each of these monastics was like a breath of fresh air.  In fact air was almost 
all  I could discern, not a person in the normal sense,  which would entail  a 
personal agenda and an identity. Instead what I witnessed was the observance 
of deeply rooted vows, an undertone of kindness, a bit of curiosity about me, 
and a few other insubstantial strokes that might only roughly outline a person 
in the normal sense.

Closer to home I met Rev. Hui Yong, an American at Jade Temple in Houston, 
and Bhante Kassapa, an American monk at a Theravada Vietnamese tradition 
in  Port  Arthur,  TX.  I  met  Bhante  Kassapa  when he  had headed inland to 
escape a devastating hurricane and sought shelter at the Zen Center. I also met 
the  Chinese  abbot  of  Jade  Temple,  Rev.  Hung-I  and  asked  him  what 
opportunities there might be for studying Vinaya with a good teacher should I 
ordain  as  a  bhikkshu.  Tellingly  he  directed  me  to  a  Chinese-Malaysian 
Theravada monk, Ven. Yen Fu, who was living out at  their  incipient rural 
retreat center, the American Bodhi Center. 

It happened that as I was staying at the Jade Temple Ven. Yen Fu  had also 
come into town because he had been bitten on the hand by a poisonous snake 
while  watering  flowers  and  shrubs  at  night  at  ABC,  and  had  come  in  to 
Houston for a doctor's care. His hand was swollen to the size of a foot so we 
exchanged but few words. But later Ven. Hui Yong and I together drove to and 
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spent a few days at ABC with Ven. Yen Fu, who impressed me enormously, 
loved  talking  about  the  Vinaya,  clearly  had  strong  personal  discipline, 
recommended some books, which I would later procure and read, and was 
continuing to water in the evening darkness. The American Bodhi Center was 
beautiful and serene.

Before making a visit to California to visit my family I made arrangements to 
stay for four days at Abhayagiri Monastery in Mendocino County in Northern 
California. My dad drove me up there, many miles. On the way we stopped to 
visit the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, the monastery founded by Master 
Hua in the Chinese tradition, where Ven. Heng Sure had trained. Under Master 
Hua the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas had donated the bulk of the land on 
which Abhayagiri had been built.

My visit to  Abhayagiri was a  watershed in my Buddhist life.  Eleven monks 
lived there, Western except for  one Westernized Vietnamese; the co-abbots, 
Ajahns  Passano  and  Amaro  were  Canadian  and  British  respectively,  both 
about my age, both  very senior in the Zen-like Ajahn Chah/Ajahn Sumedho 
school of Thai Theravada. I lived in a cabin at Abhayagiri, joined the monks 
for work periods and for an hour and a half of meditation and chanting early 
morning and again late evening. 

The monks at Abhayagiri also extended to me the great honor, even as a mere 
Zen priest, of allowing me to share food with the monks. They used traditional 
alms bowls for every meal and found one  to lend me. Their practice was to 
stage an alms round for breakfast and lunch each day in the kitchen, where lay 
people placed a variety of foods to be collected into the passing alms bowls, 
from cake and spaghetti to yogurt and fruit salad,  going all together  into the 
same bowl. Monastic discipline had no point of laxity at Abhayagiri, except 
maybe for letting a Zen priest partake in the alms round. I talked with most of 
the monks over the four days at Abhayagiri and heard their stories. One monk 
had been a frequent visitor while he was working on this PhD in physics at  
Berkeley and had moved in and ordained within a few days of its completion.

Babara announced her intention to retire in October 2010, which would mark 
the point at which she would have served AZC for ten years.  She had been 
very distraught about Flint and Peg's departure from the Zen Center during her 
tenure and felt responsible for it.  About this  time I also became president of 
the board of AZC  with Barbara's support, a challenging undertaking for me 
with the many political issues at hand, including the recent fallout from the rift 
in the community  which seemed to have left a sense of malaise in its wake, 
and now including the task of finding a successor for Barbara as head teacher. 
It  looked  like  I  would  become  her  sole  Dharma  successor before  her 
departure,  but would not have the seniority nor  frankly  the interest  that the 
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role of head teacher would demand.

I realized  however that  I  was in a unique  position to shape the future of the 
Zen Center. In fact, as I familiarized myself with the AZC by-laws I learned 
that I had almost dictatorial powers! I could even fire my teacher Barbara at 
will — theoretically speaking only by way of example of course — if I wanted 
to. Of course the board as a whole could fire me, and then rehire Barbara, if it 
wanted.  My vision of Austin Zen Center was something closer to the ethnic 
centers I had been visiting, a core group of monastically oriented Zen priests 
and a vibrant culture of generosity.  I also played a strong role in recruiting a 
new head teacher from the San Francisco Zen Center and in the end put my 
support behind a monastically oriented priest.

I  began  doing  research  on  the  financial  viability  of  a  dana-based fee-free 
approach to all our programs, particularly after a key ethnic Buddhist member 
of the center confided in me the discord of our small ethic fringe concerning 
fees,  nominal though  they were,  and her  intention  privately  to  boycott  all 
events  that  had  price  tags  attached.  I  discovered that  there  were  indeed 
precedents  to  what  I  had  in  mind  at western  Buddhist  centers,  including 
Abhayagiri, and that such centers seemed to thrive. I talked on the phone with 
Gil  Fronsdal who had very successfully implemented such a system at his 
Insight Meditation Center in  the Silicon Valley.  There  seemed to be nothing 
lacking in  the  American  capacity  for  generosity,  and Gil  reported  that  the 
greatest  benefit  of  his  experiment  was  that  people  had  assumed  a  more 
wholesome personal relationship to the center, as benefactors not customers.

Pure  monastics  are  a  breed  apart.  Zen  priests  tended  to  develop  certain 
unmistakable qualities of mind, a degree of inner strength that withstands life's 
outrageous fortunes. Most Zen teachers will require this development in their 
transmitted Dharma heirs, by which time they are like mountains withstanding 
the elements while most people around them are like eroding hillsides and 
bluffs. Many of the pure monastics I have met, on the other hand, are like the 
sky itself,  rootless.  Outrageous  fortune  barely touches nor  concerns them. 
They have liberation in their fiber. Each of the people I have mentioned here 
possessed a humility, a sense of dedication and purpose, a degree of serenity, 
an distance from entanglement in the affairs of the dusty world, and an utter 
joy in life uncommon even in Buddhist circles. These were people living the 
Buddha's  purest  Way without compromise. I found myself uplifted  through 
the roof during each monastic encounter.

The tipping point came at Abhayagiri. While I was there I finally irrevocably 
decided,

“This will be the shape of my life.”
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A few days later I  was at  the San Francisco Zen Center and asked to  see 
Kosho, one of my favorite teachers when I was at Tassajara, for dokusan. We 
both assumed that characteristic zazen posture facing each other in his room, 
settled in,  and  when  his eyes communicated that  he was ready to listen,  I 
spoke:

“I've decided to ordain as a Theravada monk.”

A long pregnant pause ensued, then he answered, “I'm so glad to hear 
you say that!” with  what seemed to me the intonation pattern of, “It's about 
time!”

He talked  of his  long-time  monastic aspirations, He had thought about this 
same step but in the end had decided not to make a formal change in his 
ordination status  He had finally found a level of contentment at SFZC that he 
could live with. 

Back in Austin, while visiting Ashin Ariyadhamma to talk about my decision 
to ordain in the Theravada tradition he initially said, 

“I'll ordain you.” 

Then he gave me three options. 

“We are going to have an ordination in November for a Vietnamese 
monk. You can ordain with him. 

“Otherwise we can schedule an ordination at a future time. 

“Or you can come to Burma to ordain.  There will be a pilgrimage to 
Burma from the United States in February. I am going and Wendy is going 
and a couple of other monks are going for six weeks. You can come along and 
ordain there, … and stay on in Burma for a while.”
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